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Blocks and Scope
In order to understand the structure of a Java file, you need to understand blocks. A
block is a collection of code that is grouped together by enclosing it in {curly
brackets}. Each block will start with a declaration that says what that block belongs to.

public class Sandbox {
   public Sandbox() { ... }
   public void square(Turtle t) { ... }
}

The Sandbox file has one big block that belongs to the Sandbox class. Inside that block, two methods
are declared, each with its own block. Because the method blocks are inside of the class's block, we know
that these methods belong to the Sandbox class.

Blocks also define the scope of a variable, the part of the file in which that variable can be used. A variable
that is declared in one block is only visible inside that block. This is why it is possible, for example, to have
two variables with the same name in different methods:

public class Sandbox {
   public triangle(Turtle t) { ... }
   public square(int t) { ... }

As far as Java is concerned, there are two different varaibles names t, with two different types, each used
only in its own block.

. 1 Next to locations 1-7 in the code below write a-d to indicate whether a) There is no variable named t
b) t is a double c) t is a Turtle d) there is a conflict between two variables named t.
{
   double t = 5;
   // 1: 
   {
      // 2:
   }
   {
      double t = 8;
      // 3:
   }
}
// 4:
{
   {
      Turtle t = new Turtle();
      // 5: 
   }
   // 6:
   {
      double t = 4;
      // 7:
   }



. 2 Read through the code below, paying attention to what methods and constructors belong to each class.
If you don't remember what a constructor is, look it up in last week's notes.

public class Dog {
   public Dog() { ... }
   public Dog(double age) { ... }
   public void bark() { ... }
   public void barkAt(Cat c) { ... }
   public double getAge() { ... }
}
public class Cat {
   public Cat(int lives) { ... }
   public void catch(Mouse m) { ... }
}
public class Mouse {
   public Mouse() { ... }
}

a) How many constructors does Dog have?

b) Why can't I type new Cat(9.5);?

c) Why can't I type new Cat();?

d) What are the names of the methods of Dog?

e) Why can't I type (new Dog()).catch(new Mouse());?

f) Why can't a Cat catch a Dog?

g) For each line below, write "NSM", standing for "No such method", if the class of the object being asked
to do something doesn't have a method to do it. Write "WP", standing for "Wrong parameters", if the class
has a method of that name, but the parameter types don't match. Some lines have no errors. Remember to
check the parameter types in constructors (new Dog(4)) as well as methods.

(new Cat(9)).catch(new Mouse());

(new Cat(9)).catch(new Dog());

(new Dog()).catch(new Cat(1));

new Mouse(9);

(new Mouse()).bark();


